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Catering to the booming Southeast Queensland
population and favourable economy.
Established Automotive Care and Mechanical Business North, Brisbane,

Catering to the booming Southeast Queensland population and favourable economy.

This well-known established Mechanical repair business located on the Nth side of Brisbane is affiliated
with a professional workshop network, has an annual turnover of $700,000.

The business ensures high-quality, affordable vehicle maintenance which is backed by expertise and
offering original equipment, parts, and advanced diagnostics.

Services offered include a wide range of major and minor repairs for all makes and models, such as

* tyre fitting,
* wheel alignment,
* brakes, clutches,
* suspensions,
* EFI,
* exhaust,
* logbook servicing,
* steering,
* radiators,
* wheels,
* general servicing,
* lube service,
* puncture repairs,
* diagnostics,
* battery replacements,
* wheel balancing,
* shocks,
* wheel rotating,
* batteries,
* and general under car servicing.
* The business, with a customer base spanning 22 years, also provides pick-up and delivery services.

Situated in a 500sqmt premises which boasts several hoists, advanced EFI technology, large workshop,
and a reception area.

https://www.aubizbuysell.com.au/businesses-for-sale/location/Brisbane
https://www.aubizbuysell.com.au/businesses-for-sale/Transport--Automotive/Australia
https://www.aubizbuysell.com.au/121958/automotive-care-and-mechanical-business-for-sale-brisbane


Enquire online at: aubizbuysell.com.au/121958

The secure yard within the complex has designated carparks, along with plenty of extra parking spaces
allowing for the next owner to grow the business further.

This is an ideal business for those buyers looking for an ad-on business on the North side or those
relocating to Southeast QLD from down South or business migrants.

This business opportunity arises due to the owner's health, preventing active floor work so the business
presents a fantastic opportunity for those ready to hit the ground running.

Asking $385,000 + SAV
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